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Long-term success starts with the
female at EG Land and Livestock
Tiger Striped and Brangus Influenced females are the foundation of
the long-term success this Brazos County, Texas based operation
has experienced for more than three decades.
By Martha Hollida Garrett

Mineral consumption matters
Monitoring mineral consumption is one way to measure the effectiveness of your mineral program
By Adele Harty

Beef it’s for sale. . . . at the ranch
Ranchers are not just in the business of producing beef anymore,
many are now selling it from the ranch. We look at three operations
that are marketing beef directly to the consumer.
By Susan Kanode

Making a weaning program
work in your favor
The last 30-45 days is when a producer can add even more value
through a weaning program.
By Caitlin Richards

Communication 101
Go after better results and higher employee satisfaction with four
strategies.
By Kindra Gordon

New products for the ranch
Check out some of the latest products for your ranching operation.

Differentiating pasture lameness
in beef cattle
Helpful information to use when your cattle come up lame.
By A.J. Tarpoff

Opportunities and options
for pregnancy staging
Knowing when your cows are pregnant can aid in marketing and
grazing practices.
By Sandy Johnson

Leased agricultural land brings
challenges and opportunities
A look at the role rental land plays in production agriculture
By Amy Hays and Caitlin Hebbert

Alternative feeds for periods of
restricted forage availability
Determining what feeds suit your cowherd’s nutritional needs in periods of decreased forage availability.
By Drs. Warren Gill and Clyde D. Lane, Jr.
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If you haven’t noticed, the cattle industry is changing rapidly. There was a time when all you had to do was
raise a big, stout, good looking animal that would catch the eye of a potential buyer. But that’s not the case
today!
The purebred and commercial industries have become more demanding and expect more information. No
longer is visual appraisal the only method of selection. At Corporron Acres/Pinnacle Cattle Co., we understand
you need data, so we select our Santa Gertrudis not just for their visual appearance, but we also evaluate their
individual performance numbers and genomic potential.
We will never loose sight that our Santa Gertrudis must be functional, but we also know that we must breed
them to be performance leaders. This is our commitment to you - our customer in these very challenging times.

Tiger Stripe cross females make up half the producing herd for EG Land
and Livestock. These and the Brangus influenced females are bred to
Angus bulls.

Long-term success

starts with the female

at EG Land and Livestock
By Martha Hollida Garrett

Tiger Striped and Brangus influenced are the cattle of choice for
Emanuel Glockzin, Jr. He has been utilizing these crosses successfully for
more than three decades on his ranch,
known as EG Land and Livestock Company.
Today, EG has locations throughout
Texas in Brazos County and neighboring Grimes and Burleson counties. The
program has evolved from an initial
Page 14
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land and cattle purchase in 1988 to
over 2,400 females, with about half
being Tiger Striped and half Brangus influenced. Glockzin is quick to point out
the virtues of his cowherd with profitability, longevity and fertility topping
the list.
“We average right at a 95% conception rate with all natural breeding, which
sets our females up to have success till
the calf is weaned. We like how efficient

Emanuel Glockzin, Jr. began his cattle ranch,
EG Land and Livestock in 1988. Agriculture
has always been a part of a life for this resident of Texas’ Brazos County.

these cattle are in terms of foraging and
milking ability. We expect them to wean
a calf in that 600 pound range and
breed back efficiently,” he explained,
adding that another plus is the reproductive longevity of his cowherd and
their ability to thrive in Texas weather
conditions.
The females are all bred to registered Angus bulls and in recent years,
they have acquired Angus genetics
from 44 Farms, Express Ranches, and
the Alliance Foundation.
“The buyers of our calves want black
hided calves and they like the carcass
merit the Angus breed delivers. We select bulls with weaning weights around
800 pounds and weigh 1,100-1,200
pounds as yearlings. We also look hard
at the milking ability EPD and want it
above 20,” he said.
They utilize 105-110 bulls a breeding season. The bulls are turned out at

the end of February and first part of
March, then gathered back up in July.
They expect a bull to cover 25-30 cows
each. Annually, they replace 15-20
bulls.
“Usually Chad Ezell, my manager, or
I, personally attend sales and select
the bulls. We have also made purchases online after studying the catalog
and videos in-depth and on occasion,
we have utilized representatives from
the sale to select our bulls,” said
Glockzin.
Calving season begins in November
and is staggered through the first part
of April. Calves are initially worked at
about 90 days of age.
For EG’s replacement needs, they
purchase the Tiger Stripes and use
some of their own heifer calves, which
are roughly more than half Brangus.
Depending on the year, they may also
buy some of the Brangus type.
They annually select about 200 of
the top heifer calves to retain for either
their herd, or to sell in the special commercial replacement female sales held
in conjunction with the San Antonio
Livestock Show and the Houston Livestock Show. They sell them as pens of
open, 15-month-old females in these
prestigious sales. Heifers from EG
Land and Livestock have earned honors at both of these high profile sales

Brangus influenced females make up about half of the females in the EG program. This
steer calf at side will be sold through Superior Livestock Auction, which has been EG’s way
of marketing calve for nearly two decades.

through the years. Most recently, in
2018, 2019 and 2020, their heifers won
first place in the other Brahman crosses
division at San Antonio.
They also sell some of the retained
heifers locally and in sales hosted by
Johnson Cattle Marketing. Another

marketing avenue for their females is to
local 4-H and FFA youth, who wish to
compete in the pen of female competitions hosted by county fairs. Glockzin's
grandkids, who also live in Brazos
County, exhibit some of these as well.
(Continued on page 40)

In addition to marketing their calves through Superior, EG Land and Cattle markets some groups of top heifers in the San Antonio and
Houston Livestock Shows Commercial Female Sales, other special replacement female sales and to local 4-H and FFA students for commercial pen of heifer competitions.
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Mineral
consumption
matters

ways to accomplish this.
Calculating mineral consumption
For the big picture, calculate pounds of mineral fed during
the year. Multiply total pounds fed during the year by 16 to
calculate the total ounces delivered. Divide ounces by 365
days. Finally, divide ounces delivered per day by the number
of head in the herd to determine average mineral intake per
head per day.

Example:
•6,000 lbs of mineral per year x 16 oz per lb = 96,000 oz
•96,000 oz ÷ 365 days = 263 oz per day
•263 oz per day ÷ 100 head = 2.63 oz per head per day

Another way to monitor consumption is to keep a record
of mineral delivery. Record the quantity of mineral delivered
each time and how many days that quantity lasts. Monitoring
this closely will help identify times when grass quality
changes, which can influence changes in mineral consumption. For instance, cattle will consume mineral differently
when grass is lush and growing rapidly compared to when it
is dormant. The calculation is the same as outlined above,
but the number of days changes based on frequency of delivery.
Example:
•150 lbs x 16 oz per lb = 2,400 oz
•2,400 oz ÷ 7 days = 343 oz per day
•343 oz per day ÷ 100 head = 3.43 oz per head per day

Mineral consumption at appropriate levels is key to a cow’s overall
health and performance.

By Adele Harty, Igrow

Cattle mineral nutrition is complex and often confusing,
but one strategy to help ranchers better evaluate their mineral program is to monitor mineral consumption. This goes
back to the old adage, “You can’t manage what you don’t
measure.”
Mineral supplement tags provide the recommended daily
intake based on specific product formulations. Recommended intakes can vary widely depending on the brand
and type of product, with the most common being 1 to 4 oz.
per day for loose minerals. Producers should always read
the mineral tag to know how much the cattle should be consuming and to help determine if their herd is actually consuming that recommended intake. There are a variety of
Page 16
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Once consumption is calculated, management strategies
can be implemented to overcome consumption issues. Forage and water samples can provide valuable information in
assessing whether or not the mineral supplement complements the available forage and water to meet cattle nutrient
requirements. Samples can then be sent to a feed and water
testing laboratory for mineral analysis. Lab results will help
identify deficiencies, toxicities, and interactions to ensure the
mineral supplement is providing the appropriate level of nutrients for the situation. Various factors can influence mineral
consumption including age and experience of the animal,
type and placement of mineral feeders, composition of mineral supplement, and changing forage quality and availability.
Management strategies for over-consumption
Over-consumption of mineral in the short-term is not of
great concern. Consider whether or not cattle have had access to mineral in the recent past. If mineral was not available for a period of time, cattle may over-consume for a short
period of time to make up for nutrient deficiencies. If overconsumption continues for more than a week, other factors
are likely involved. Depending on forage and water quality,
the mineral supplement may not be meeting nutritional
needs or cattle could be consuming it for the carrier, typically
a protein-type product - over-consumption can also occur if
forage protein is deficient. Other management practices for
(Continued on page 44)
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Beef. . .
it’s for sale at the ranch

Cattle photographed on the R.A. Brown
Ranch.

By Susan Kanode
There are a lot of steps involved in
getting beef from a producer’s herd to
the consumer’s table.
With enhanced marketing opportunities through social media, it is quickly
becoming a trend to streamline the
process. Add in the complications presented by COVID-19 between packing
plants, suppliers and distributors, and
consumers are looking for products
bought directly from producers across
agriculture.
Raising a calf for harvest, rather
than to be sold to a feeder presents a
different set of challenges for producers, and some of those might be a surprise. For the consumer wanting to
purchase beef and knowing where it
comes from, it’s an investment in nutrition through high-quality, flavorful beef.
The beef industry is pretty uncomplicated to consumers as long as they can
go to a grocery store and pick up
Page 22
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The R.A. Brown Ranch expanded their seedstock and horse operation to include direct beef
sales earlier this year. Brown says that this has also provided an opportunity to discuss the
business of ranching and how cattle are raised and cared for on the ranch.

ground beef or a roast to feed their families. A lot of consumers have no idea
how the beef gets to their table, nor do
they care.
“It’s been interesting to see how little
people really know about beef and
where it comes from,” said Sara Green

of Southern Beef Company. “I feel like
we have a good opportunity to educate
people about what they are buying and
that they can buy from people in their
local community.”
This year, with the coronavirus outbreak named COVID-19, packing

Southern Beef Company sells their beef locally in eighths, quarters, halves or whole sides. They have found not only a market, but a way to
educate consumers on the beef industry and the healthy aspects of beef.

plants became hotbeds for the virus,
and in some cases were shut down.
America’s meat supply was disrupted.
Some ranchers already direct sales of
their products in place. Others started
exploring it as a new opportunity. American consumers began searching for alternate sources for food and social
media became a resource to get producers and consumers together.
That all inspired Green to start
Southern Beef Company as a partnership to sell “locally raised, locally enjoyed” beef. Also involved is her
husband, Grady Green, who manages
Draggin’ M Ranch, a Brangus seedstock producer, and the Graves family,
including wife and mom Heather
Graves, who is a nurse practitioner that
uses her education to promote a
healthy diet including beef.
Both families make their homes in El
Dorado, Arkansas. Southern Beef

Company buys open first-calf heifers
from the Draggin’ M Ranch. They finish
them out with a custom ration, have
them harvested locally and sell them by
the eighth, quarter, half or whole.
Green has done a lot of research
into selling beef, relied on the experience of others, and done her homework. When it came time to price their
product, they chose to simplify by
charging a flat dollar amount per pound.
After shopping, they set their price
then did a comparison for a quarter of
beef bought retail and showed their potential customers how buying in bulk
could save them money. While it has
kept their profit margin low, they are focusing on the finish line and growing
their business.
“We wanted to simplify pricing, so
initially we picked a price. We knew our
local community wouldn’t pay a premium starting out. We feel like that will

change as we develop our market and
start selling individual cuts. Then, we
will price those accordingly.”
Another producer delving into the direct marketing game is the legendary
R.A. Brown Ranch of Throckmorton,
Texas. Primarily known for their registered Angus, Red Angus and SimAngus
cattle, the Brown family has been involved in beef production for more than
125 years. With each generation, their
operation has grown and now, Tucker
Brown, the sixth generation is bringing
direct sales of beef to the table.
“My grandad told my dad that he
could come back to the ranch, but he
had to have a plan to help support another family,” Brown said. “They have
used that with each generation, and
they told me the same thing. There is a
need to expand and support another
family.”
(Continued on page 24)
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Happy Acres Beef is USDA certified and can sell individual cuts as well as beef in bulk. They sell locally and plan to expand to farmer’s markets in the Dallas-Fort Worth area in the near future.

Beef...

COVID-19 happened. Beef supplies
were impacted and it opened an oppor(Continued from page 23)
tunity to sell beef directly. The ranch
They have been considering direct has always harvested their own product
sales for the past two years. Then for their families and employees. They
expanded on that for the first time this
year.
Animals are grass-raised and rationfinished on the R.A. Brown Ranch.
Along with Brown’s family, he also
called some of his classmates from
Texas Christian University for advice.
He is a graduate of their ranch management program.
“My mom and dad make a living
marketing bulls, so we’ve channeled
that experience,” Brown said. “Some of
my classmates have experience at this
and they’ve given me sound advice.
I’ve learned a lot.”
Relying on advice from others has
helped Ryon Cox jump in the water with
Koby Long (l) and Ryon Cox (r) started Happy both feet, as well. Cox is a graduate of
Acres Beef six years ago.
Texas A&M University (TAMU) with a
Page 24
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bachelor’s degree in agriculture education and a minor in agriculture economics. He also is a former Texas FFA
president.
Cox grew up on a cow-calf operation
in Mount Pleasant, Texas. They had
commercial Beefmaster cattle and sold
most of their calves as feeders. His
family has a precast concrete business
that Ryon and his sister, Charlotte now
run.
When he was a sophomore at
TAMU, he bought a set of recip heifers
from Koby Long of Sulphur Springs,
Texas. Long had a 1,350-pound steer
that he needed to get rid of. Cox started
thinking, called another state FFA officer whose family had a meat packing
plant in Mineola, Texas, and the ball
started rolling.
That was six years ago. Cox and
Long, who has a degree in agricultural
economics from Texas Tech, joined
(Continued on page 25)

Beef...

(Continued from page 24)

forces and formed Happy Acres Beef.
They obtained USDA certification and
now sell individual cuts as well as beef
in bulk. They used their connections to
produce a superior product and are
now using them for marketing, too. Future plans are to sell Happy Acres Beef
at farmer’s markets in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area.
Cox now has a registered Hereford
operation. Being in the purebred business and selling heifers for show, he
has staggered calving dates to provide
cattle that fit show dates. That has
come into play in the direct sales of
beef, also.
The biggest challenge any producer
faces is getting processing dates, then
having cattle ready on those dates.
Custom packing houses are backed up
with orders and in many cases booked
at least six months in advance.
“We have dates secured at two different plants,” Brown said. “Some
places are a year-out. That is a challenge that I wasn’t expecting. Finishing
cattle to match the processing has
been a learning experience.”
Cox’s options are even more limited
when they sell individual packages. If
they sell beef by the quarter or half,
they can utilize local processors. But for
resale of retail cuts, the processor has

Adam and Heather Graves and their family are
part of the Southern Beef Company ownership team.

to be USDA certified.
their sales are to people they know.
Southern Beef Company uses a That requires building relationships,
local processor and is selling locally customer service and repeat business.
with customers picking up their own
(Continued on page 51)
beef. The R.A. Brown Ranch is using
processors in Evant and Weatherford,
Texas. Because of availability of finished cattle and getting processor
dates, they are gradually moving into
direct sales of beef. They will sell 10 animals their first year of business with
plans of up to 20 per year.
“Our hope is that this will also help
with the registered business.” Brown
said. “I think it will prove to those customers that the beef we are raising is in
high demand, safe, healthy, and a nutritious protein source. Other producers
will come to us for that same end product.”
Adding direct sales of beef is another part of the ranching business.
“This is an opportunity for people to see
what is at the beginning of the food
chain, ranchers working hard to keep
our animals healthy, productive and
raising great tasting beef,” Brown
added.
When COVID-19 reared its ugly
head in March, it didn’t take long to see
oil prices and the stock market drop.
Cattle prices followed and packing
houses closed. Supplies at the grocery
stores were short and American con- Tucker Brown represents the sixth generation
sumers were asking “Where’s the on the R.A. Brown Ranch. He is directing the
ranch’s beef sales division and is pictured
beef?”
with this wife, Karley.
The supply chain might not have
been completely broken, but definitely
had some weak links in it. But for consumers to take advantage of buying locally, in bulk and getting quality beef,
they also had to adjust. That created a
shortage of retail freezers.
“The coronavirus has affected a lot
of people negatively,” Cox said. “It’s
been a blessing to us in building opportunities. Retaining ownership of cattle,
getting the end product in the mouths
of the consumers has turned into a
‘know your rancher’ campaign. I’ve
given a lot of speeches. One of them is
how marketing has changed the image
of agriculture. This is one of those opportunities.”
For all these producers, their diversification has started with family and
friends and people in their communities. Happy Acres Beef has shipped
Grady and Sara Green and their family are cosome of their products, but the bulk of owners of Southern Beef Company.
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There are three ways a weaning program adds
value to a calf crop: decreased shrink, increased
marketability and increased market access. Photo
by Cheramie Viator.

Making a weaning program work in your favor
Producers work hard all year long to
produce a calf crop worth top dollar.
However, the last 30 days to 45 days is
when a producer can add even more
value through a weaning program.
Texas A&M University Professor and
Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Livestock Specialist, Ron Gill, Ph.D. shares
not only how to implement a successful
weaning program, but how to make it
work in a producer’s favor.
“The main reasons we encourage
people to wean their calves prior to selling is one, it can add value to the calves
and two, it is less stressful on the
calves, allowing producers to be better
stewards of antibiotics and decrease
morbidity,” says Gill.
Page 28
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By Caitlin Richards

There are three ways, Gill says, a
weaning program adds value to a calf
crop: decreased shrink, increased marketability and increased market access.
Freshly weaned calves will shrink between 10% and 12% from the time they
are pulled off the cow until they are sold
at an auction. With a 30-day to 45-day
weaning program, Gill says producers
can reduce shrink at least by half or
even less.
“If you are selling at an auction, it
makes really good sense to wean those
calves at home and any additional cost
can be paid for from managing the
shrink,” says Gill. “When the calves go
to the auction market they will actually
eat and fill back up instead of bawling

and searching for mom.”
For example, if a 500-pound calf
shrinks by 10%, the calf is down 50
pounds. In today’s market, Gills says,
that is quite a bit of money to lose.
There are a lot of buyers looking for
weaned calves, rather than a freshly
weaned, fat and slick calf. Thus, increasing their marketability at an auction.
“Buyers are looking for calves that
have undergone a little bit of stress and
know how to handle it,” says Gill. “They
can tell just by the look of the calves
whether they have been weaned. If you
look at market reports, they usually
classify fleshy calves separately and
they sell well under the market for

weaned calves of the same weight. So,
you can change the status of those
calves in the buyer’s eye from a freshly
weaned, slick calf to one that knows
how to eat and knows how to be on its
own.”
A 30-day to 45-day weaning program, Gills states, is all it takes to
change the appearance of those
calves. He says they may look a little
rougher, but they will weigh as much or
even more compared to freshly weaned
calves. Plus, they will bring a little more
money.
“Last year, weaned calves brought
about $8 to $10 a hundredweight more
– that varies based on supply – but the
demand for weaned calves is certainly
increasing,” Gill says.
Another way a weaning program
adds value is increased market access.
Gill explains a lot of marketing programs, such as Superior VAC-45 and
regional groups like Northeast Texas
Beef Improvement Organization (NETBIO), require calves to be weaned. If a
producer puts in the effort of implementing a weaning program, they
should find a place to sell their calves
that specifically markets weaned
calves.
“Doing so can add value on top of
shrink and look of the calf,” says Gill.
“Producers can recapture shrink and
the look of the calf through the regular
auction market, but when producers
sell them to a system where they have
orders for weaned calves, they can add
even more value to them.”
The challenge producers face is implementing a weaning program economically. However, Gill argues it may
not be as difficult as a producer thinks.
Calves are not going to eat anymore
after they are weaned than before they
were weaned.
“Producers think the calves are
going to eat more once they are
weaned,” says Gill. “But they are already eating while still nursing. So,
weaning does not increase the need for
pasture. Producers can get along with
the exact same forage demand.”
Knowing this principle is the foundation of a successful weaning program.
There are a variety of methods and
practices a producer can use to wean
the calves. A cross-fence on the same
pasture as the cows, a corral or nose

flaps are all effective weaning methods.
Producers can choose a method that
works best for their operation and the
resources they have available.
No matter the method, Gill says, the
success comes down to how producers
handle the cattle. There will likely be a
few stragglers that stray away or defiant
calves that break through a fence, but
all of those things can be minimized by
processing the calves and separating
the calves on two separate days.
“If you bring the cows and calves in
to process and then separate them, you
create a panic situation,” says Gill.

If you are selling at an
auction, it makes really
good sense to wean those
calves at home and any
additional cost can be paid
for from managing the
shrink

“They have been separated and want
to get back together. You want it to be
as quiet and calm as possible.”
Gill suggests simply using a gate in
the fence to sort them if possible, or utilizing a half-gate. Even if some get
away or crawl out through the fence,
Gill says not to worry about it and to address it a few days later.
“I normally get everything back in
five to seven days,” says Gill. “I will get
those that crawled through the fence
and actually put them in a corral. They
have to go to jail if they are going to do
that. If you put them back out and they
already figured out how to do it, they
will make a bigger hole the second
time.”
In order to implement a weaning
program economically, producers must
also effectively manage feed costs.
Rather than feeding the calves to gain
two pounds or three pounds a day, Gill
suggests letting the calves graze on
grass and only supplement with protein
cubes, pellets or hay.
“That way producers can keep their
cost of gain low,” says Gill, “because
cost of gain will eat you alive in a weaning program. For most producers,
weaning calves on grass is best. It is
what they have been grazing on al-

ready.”
The timing of weaning programs can
be manipulated in a few ways to work
in a producer’s favor. Gill explains producers should wean calves when they
are at 550 pounds or heavier, and to expect them to gain at least a pound a
day.
Generally, 30 days to 45 days is a
good weaning program length. However, the ideal scenario would be to
hold the calves long enough to sell
them when the market is not flooded
with other weaned calves.
“The other part of it is managing
your timing,” says Gill. “We see a lot of
people wean their calves and hold them
for 45 days until everybody else is selling calves. Then, they are selling to a
down market.”
If possible, Gills says to wean calves
past the oversupply in the market and
sell them later in the fall. He states the
markets normally come back in December, or late November. On the flip side,
producers can also manipulate their
programs to wean prior to the oversupply. Gill says it is a different nutrition
scenario, but it may make more sense
for an operation. They can also possibly
take advantage of summer grasses if
available. With this timeline, the cows
are also given more time to recuperate
and add body conditioning before another breeding season.
“There are several ways to use
weaning to your benefit,” says Gill.
“One is on calf value but the other is in
allowing those cows to build body conditioning scores, where you don’t have
to supplement them as much.”
A producer’s weaning program can
look different from year to year. Gill encourages producers to evaluate forage
conditions, feed costs and market price
to make a plan for their weaning program. However, no matter the method
or timeline, implementing a weaning
program works in a producer’s favor.

SLS
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Go after better results – and higher
employee satisfaction – with these
four strategies.
By Kindra Gordon

What frustrates employees most?
It’s lack of communication from their
managers according to an online survey of 1,000 U.S. workers conducted
by Interact/Harris Poll. Specifically, the
top complaint from employees was that
employee achievements were not recognized by managers, while the second
highest frustration among employees
came from managers not providing
clear directions. Ranking third among
the complaints was the feeling that
managers did not make time to meet
and communicate.
If these sound like small things, consider the theory of legendary basketball
coach John Wooden: “It’s the little details that are vital. Little things make big
things happen.”
Iowa farm wife Kathy Peterson, who
also works as a human resource coach
and speaking professional, couldn’t
agree more. She notes that without
communication between manager and
employees it’s extremely challenging to
build better relationships and achieve
better results. Thus, she offers these
strategies for improving communication
with employees and family members.
1. Identify your expectations. Peterson came to realize how important it
is to share your expectations via her
own “a-ha” moment. Coming home late
from her off-farm job one evening, she
was extremely hungry, and she presumed her husband would have some
supper waiting for her when she got
home.
But when she arrived home, Peterson was upset to find that her hubby
Page 36
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didn’t have any supper prepared for her
late arrival.
Peterson says her thought upon arriving home was: “How did he not know
I would be hungry?” But after letting her
anger subside, her “a-ha” moment
came as she realized her expectation
for supper had never been communicated to her husband.
These “unspoken expectations” are
something Peterson says we all are
guilty of – with family members and employees. She says, “What you may see
or know, others may not see. So, sometimes we need to have conversations to
gain perspective. If we don’t tell people
what we expect, then we are expecting
them to guess” – and in the case of employees, that may mean we are paying

them to guess at their jobs.
Thus, Peterson advises that communicating expectations is critical when
working with others – be that family
members or co-workers. Peterson suggests it’s helpful to consider the outcome that is wanted and then share
that with the person from whom you expect the results. She notes, “As
Stephen Covey said, ‘Begin with the
end in mind.’”
2. Offer feedback – both positive
and corrective. In family and work settings, feedback is often provided when
something was done incorrectly, but
Peterson says, “We need to be better
about acknowledging things that are
done well, too.”
(Continued on page 46)

Successful communication in a work setting is about continuing to learn, listen and grow.
Photograph taken by Cattle Solutions at Corporron Acres, Schulenburg, Texas.

Brangus Bulls Like This Will Sell!

Friday, October 16, 2020
J.B. Wells Park, Gonzales, Texas

Charolais Bulls - Bred and Raised in
South Texas... The Rancher’s Kind!

Bull and Female Consignments Wanted!
Showcase Your Breeding Program!
Hereford Bulls from a Proven Championship Herd!

Tour Gonzales • (888) 672-1095 • info@tourgonzales.com
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:
Wednesday, October 14:
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. - Cattle arrive
Thursday, October 15:
8:00 a.m. to 12 Noon - Cattle arrive
12:00 to 6:00 p.m. - Cattle available for viewing
6:00 p.m. - Barn Party
Friday, October 16:
11:00 a.m. - BULL SALE
- Followed by FEMALE SALE
- Lunch and Refreshments Provided

Outstanding Set of Registered
Brahman Heifers Sell!

Quality Brangus Females Sell!

Your consignments and/or purchases help
SUPPORT THE INDEPENDENT CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION
Call or email the office for entry forms:
tica@icatexas.com • 512/620-0162
SALE MANAGERS:
Brian Malaer (830) 203-1030 • Bill Hyman (830) 857-3500
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Brangus Baldies - Breds and Pairs!

Long-term...

(Continued from page 15)

The remainder of the heifers and the
steer calves sell through Superior Livestock Auction. Glockzin has utilized the
online video company for close to 20

years. They are marketed through Superior’s Value Added programs for
source and age, as well as non-hormone raised calves.
“This has been a very good partnership for us. Our calves have sold all
over Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Ne-

braska and Colorado. We have a number of repeat buyers and we like the logistics of marketing this way,” explained
Glockzin, who added that they sell their
first truckload around Nov. 1 and then a
set sells every 30 days till the end of
June.
EG calves are weaned and retained
on the ranch for preconditioning for 60
days. They begin this phase on a
starter ration from ADM. They are then
switched to a shelled corn and ADM
protein supplement ration, which has
cottonseed hulls added as 5% to 10%
of the ration. The calves, on average,
add about 250 pounds during the 60
days and the target sale weight is 850
pounds. On weaning day, they are
moved to the preconditioning barn and
pens, which was built to eliminate
stress on the calves and be efficient for
the ranch crew and truckers.
“Our Superior representatives, Gerald and Will Yeager video the calves at
this location. We can weigh them on the
spot and it was designed it so we can
easily load out 10 trucks in a half day.
Once the calves sell on Superior, we
(Continued on page 42)
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Long-term...

(Continued from page 40)

ship them about two weeks later,” explained Glockzin.
“EG has lots of repeat buyers
through Superior due to how well their
cattle perform in the feedlot. This program is a great example of how adding
proven bull power nets return on the
calf crops. I applaud Emanuel for how
he strives to improve his calves genetically and that he also takes advantage
of many of value added programs of-
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fered by Superior,” commented Will
Yeager.
All of the EG ranch locations are
mainly Bermuda grass pastures. They
also raise and bale their own hay for
the cowherd.
“We stay busy. I’m fortunate to have
had the same manager for 20 plus
years in Chad Ezell. He joined us
shortly after graduating from Texas
A&M University and grew up in the
Wharton/Hallettsville area. He and his
crew deserve a lot of credit for how the
cows look and how this ranch runs,”

said Glockzin.
Glockzin has spent almost all of his
life in Brazos County around the Bryan
area. He grew up showing broilers and
commercial steers and graduated from
Texas A&M University with a poultry science degree in 1972. He paid for his
college education by raising stocker
calves and broilers. He was part of the
1970-1971 National Champion Texas
A&M Poultry Judging Team.
After graduation, he worked for his
family’s custom hay baling operation
and continued his stocker operation. He
left Brazos County for two and half
years to work in the poultry industry, but
returned in 1976 when he purchased a
lumber yard in nearby Calvert, Texas.
His purchase lead him to enter the
construction industry a few years later,
where he began to build and manage
single family homes and apartments
through a USDA program. His company, Brazos Valley Construction, Inc.
has built units throughout Texas.
Glockzin is an avid supporter of
Texas agriculture, especially the 4-H,
FFA and youth livestock shows. He
serves on the Brazos County Youth
Commercial Heifer Show and Sale
Committee and the Junior Commercial
Steer Committee for the Houston Livestock Show. Texas A&M's College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences presented him with the college's Outstanding Alumni Award in 2017.
He and his wife, Elaina have two
adult daughters, Betsy and Vicky, who
both showed commercial steers and
broilers as youngsters. Both are Texas
A&M graduates. With their husbands,
Bryan Brown and Pete Kramer, they
have added six grandkids to the family.
“My poultry judging experience and
my degree still get put to use helping
the grandkids pick and cull their broiler
projects,” Glockzin said.
Four grandkids are old enough to
show and compete in broiler and commercial heifer competitions. The oldest
granddaughter, Cassity will be a freshman at Texas A&M this fall and was a
member of the first place livestock judging team at the 2020 San Antonio Livestock Show.
These eared-cross females have
proven their value to Glockzin and he
looks forward to each calf crop that’s
ahead for EG Land and Livestock.

Consumption...

(Continued from page 16)

over-consumption include moving mineral feeders further away from water
sources, adding salt to reduce intake,
changing mineral supplement products,

or moving cattle to a fresh pasture.
Management strategies for underconsumption
If consumption is less than desired
and the supplement complements forage and water; dried molasses, dry distiller’s grain or soybean meal can

Simbrah - SimAngusHT
SimGenetic Hybrids

The ones that can take the heat, humidity, insects and also perform!

Herd Bull Prospects
Bred & Open Replacement Heifers
bred to LBW SimAngus Bull
For Sale Private Treaty

Selling Red and
Black Simbrah and
SimAngusHT
Joe Mercer
Beth Mercer
327 CR 459
Home/Office: 254-984-2225
Lott, Texas 76656
Cell: 956-802-6995
www.filegoniacattle.com • bethmercer1974@gmail.com
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increase palatability of the mineral. Inclusion rate of the feed may require
some trial and error to find the optimum
level of inclusion that results in targeted
consumption. A starting point would be
to add 1 part feed to 5 parts mineral.
This would be approximately 10 lbs per
50 lb bag of mineral. If cattle over-consume the mineral due to the addition of
feed, cut the added feed in half the next
time you deliver mineral. Continue this
process until the desired consumption
is reached. Don’t forget to account for
that added feed when calculating mineral consumption. For example, if the
recommended intake is 4 oz per head
per day of mineral, but 10 lbs of feed is
added, the intake needs to increase to
4.8 oz per head per day. If consumption
does not reach the desired level, consider changing minerals.
Taking time to monitor mineral consumption is an easy task that can help
guide management decisions. Ensuring
cattle are consuming mineral at the appropriate level is key to proper mineral
nutrition and overall cattle health and
performance.
SLS

Communication...

the recipients, as well. “We are all kind
of like little kids. When we are told we
(Continued from page 36)
did something well, often we want to do
She adds that providing feedback it again,” she explains.
Additionally, Peterson advises manthat shows appreciation or acknowledges good work may be motivating for agers to communicate feedback fre-

quently. “Feedback should be regular
and on-going, not just a one-time
event,” she says.
Regarding the popular mantra that
“no news is good news,” Peterson disagrees. Instead, in the workplace she
says, “No news is no news,” which
comes back to unspoken expectations
and leaving employees to guess how
they are doing in their jobs.
3. Take it to the source. Peterson’s final piece of advice is to be direct
and “talk to someone instead of about
them.” She notes that it’s easy to jump
to conclusions and judge a situation
based on hear-say and perception, but
instead Peterson advises: “Focus on
facts.”
She gives the example of an individual showing up for work stomping their
feet and crossing their arms. Rather
than jumping to the conclusion that they
are upset about something, she suggests stating the facts and asking openended questions by saying, “I see your
stomping your feet and crossing your
arms, what’s going on?” Then, gather
(Continued on page 50)
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Communication...

cessful communication is about continuing to learn, listen and grow. “You
(Continued from page 46)
must stay flexible, because nothing is
information from their response and ad- ever perfect.”
Alan Hojer, a farmer who now asdress the issue that they identify.
4. No such thing as perfect. sists others with estate and transition
Lastly, Peterson underscores that suc- planning, agrees. In working with farm

End Of The Year Special Cow Sale
Wednesday, December 30th
Check our website for updates and
additional special sale dates this fall.
Consignments Welcomed!
Sale Every Wednesday at 11:00 a.m.
For more information call Office: 830/334-3653
FRANK HELVEY
MOBILE: 210/213-0753 • HOME: 830/426-3777
KELLEY THIGPEN
MOBILE: 830/334-1047

www.pearsalllivestock.com
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and ranch families, Hojer frequently
tells people, “If you’re looking for perfect, you may not find it.” Hojer is manager and legacy consultant of “Keep
Farmers Farming,” a division of First
Dakota National Bank.
Based on his own experience transitioning the first-generation farm he
started to his son, Hojer says he has
learned sometimes his communication
needs to step back in order to allow his
son more opportunities for decision
making.
As an example, Hojer says, “History
has given me many experiences, so it’s
often easier for me to make decisions.
But, when my son calls me for input, I
ask him what he thinks and try to listen
instead of jumping to provide an answer.”
He believes this is key to successful
transitioning – growing people and
helping them gain confidence in decision making.
He concludes, “When I do have imperfect moments, I circle back and am
willing to tell him, ‘I could have handled
myself better.’”

Beef...

(Continued from page 25)

It also leads to word-of-mouth advertising.
Southern Beef Company has taken
their marketing a step further, offering
recipes on social media and giving consumers opportunities to win gift certificates. They also ask consumers to
share pictures of their food. Social
media gives producers the chance to
communicate directly with consumers.
Cox has been using primarily English bred cattle for his direct sales. He

has a goal of having beef available for
sale year-round. In some cases that will
mean buying feeder cattle to fill in the
gaps. The concrete business gives him
an edge as they manufacture a lot of
water and feed troughs and he gets to
talk to farmers and ranchers every day.
“The Hereford, Angus and those
types of cattle are phenomenal for us.
They are moderate and efficient in their
size and in pen space.” Cox said. “Big
meat packers have been exposed publicly. Light has been shed on the supply
chain and how it works. The end consumer can know their rancher and we

can provide high-quality product that
meets their needs.”
Hope for the future of the beef industry lies in progressive producers like
these, willing to try something new, educate consumers and learn more about
the product they are producing from the
embryo all the way to the carcass.
“We have the opportunity to make
this moment great for the beef industry,”
Green said. “Some producers might be
intimidated, but this really is a chance
to educate consumers, let them know
more about beef and where it comes
from.”

Determining quantity of meat available for sale in a 1,200 lb. steer
By Igrow

If you are considering selling beef from the ranch, you will need to know how many pounds and the cuts you will have for sale
and be able to discuss that with prospective customers. Following is information compiled by Igrow, the South Dakota Extension
Service that provides valuable data and an explanation for sharing with consumers.
The yield of edible meat from a beef carcass often comes as a bit of a surprise, even to those that have had their own meat
processed for years. Dressing percent—the percent of the live animal weight that becomes carcass weight, which for fed beef is
usually around 62-64%. In other words, from a 1,200 pound steer, you can expect a 740 – 770 pound carcass.
But from that carcass there is another significant portion that will not end up in your freezer or in the meat case for consumers.
The expected yield of retail cuts from beef carcasses ranges from approximately 55% to 75%, depending on the fatness and muscling
of the animal, and the type of cuts produced. A typical 750 pound carcass with ½ inch of fat over the rib eye and average muscling
of a 12-13 square inch rib eye will yield about 65% of the carcass weight as retail cuts (roasts and steaks) and lean trim. So, in other
words, you start with a 1,200 pound steer, which has a dressing percent of 63%, so that you have a 750 pound carcass. From that
you will get about 65% of the carcass weight, or roughly 490 pounds, as boneless, trimmed beef. If you look at that as a percentage
of the live weight of the steer you started with, it is approximately 40% of the live weight.
Remaining components of the weight are fat trim and bone. Fat can be highly variable, but in the example used, fat would account
for approximately 20% of the carcass weight or 12% of the live weight. Bone accounts for the other 15% of carcass weight. Recognize
that these are average figures. These can vary considerably due to the fat and lean composition of the animal, as well as the trim
level and methods of cutting the meat. However, it does demonstrate that it is a relatively small percentage of the live animal that
ends up in the retail meat case as high quality edible meat. This is one factor that helps explain the difference between price per
pound of a live animal and price per pound of retail beef.
If you look further at specific cuts of beef, it becomes even more apparent why some cuts are significantly higher priced in the
retail meat case. Again using the example above, and cutting the carcass into primarily boneless steaks and roasts, the highest percentage of carcass weight, or 20-25%, actually ends up as lean trim. This 150 -185 pounds of lean trim would likely be packaged as
ground beef. The next highest percentages would come from the chuck and round portions of the carcass. Boneless chuck roasts
and steaks would typically account for 10-12% of carcass weight. Round roasts and steaks, including top round, eye of round,
knuckle or sirloin tip, and bottom round would account for another 10-12%.
However, it is when we look at the “middle meats”, those from the loin and rib, that the percentages are much less. Using a primarily boneless cutting method, you could take home strip loin, tenderloin, sirloin and rib eye steaks. All together, these steaks may
add up to 10-12 % of carcass weight. But if you look at individual types of steaks, each one would be less than 3%, with tenderloins
even less, at about 1.5% or less of carcass weight. What does that translate to? With a yield of 2.5% for strip loin steaks, that would
be 18 pounds of strip steaks. For tenderloin steaks, or filets, a yield of 1.25% would give us 9 pounds of tenderloin steaks. Ever had
a great grilled tri-tip? You’ll only get two tri-tip roasts, each weighing about 1 ½ pounds from that 750 pound carcass.
So, to summarize: A 1,200 pound steer, ½ inch fat, average muscling, yields a 750 pound carcass. The 750 pound carcass yields
approximately:
•490 pounds boneless trimmed beef
•150 pounds fat trim
•110 pounds bone
A specific example of how the 490 pounds of boneless, trimmed beef could break out includes:
•185 pounds lean trim, or ground beef
•85 pounds round roasts and steaks
•90 pounds chuck roasts and steaks
•80 pounds rib and loin steaks
•50 pounds other cuts (brisket, flank, short ribs, skirt steak)
Maybe this helps explain how the products from a 1,200 pound steer to fit in your freezer!
Special Edition 2020-2021
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products for the ranch...
Hanen Automatic Cattle and
Livestock Feeders announces
new models and options to
expand feeding capacity
Service Line, Inc. has expanded the
Hanen Automatic Cattle and Livestock
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Feeders model line and introduced new
options to expand feeding capacity. The
programmable feeders are different
than creeper feeders, and provide consistent amounts of feed at regular time
intervals, up to six feedings per day. An

automatic audio signal summons livestock. Hanen Automatic Cattle & Livestock Feeders are available in solar
powered or 120 volt models, with 12head, 4-head, and 2-head feeding capacities. The 12-head model can
expand capacity by adding optional 12head hoppers.
Studies have shown that a balanced
diet evenly distributed throughout the
day creates a calmer animal. Programmed grain rationing provides less
feed for better nutritional value, but not
loss of growth. Additional benefits of
solar-powered remote unattended
feeding include reduced labor costs, reduced energy costs, lower wasted feed,
and more free time for those long weekends.
Hanen Automatic Cattle and Livestock Feeders are manufactured in the
USA, and are constructed with durable
heavy gauge steel 100% powdercoated for extreme conditions. Dave
Barney, president of Service Line, Inc.
says, “I am dedicated to providing controlled nutrition that results in high quality animals.” Hanen Automatic Cattle
and Livestock Feeders are designed for
working ranchers, cow-calf operations,
seedstock and small acreage cattle
producers.
Visit www.automaticcattlefeeder.
com for more information or call 800/
774-7900.
Harvest Tec introduces moisture
sensor, bale marker
Harvest Tec has introduced a moisture-reading sensor system with precise accuracy for round balers.
It features patented side-to-side
sensing technology that reads crop
moisture across the full width of the
bale, from 6% to 60%. The system is efficient, cost-effective and ideal for the
producer who wants to continually observe the moisture levels of the material
being baled.
Now, bale marking capability has
been added to the system. The operator establishes a moisture threshold,
(Continued on page 54)

Products...

(Continued from page 52)

and if the moisture in a bale exceeds
that level, the bale is marked with a
food-grade dye as it exits the baler. The
operator instantly sees bale moisture

readings on any smartphone or tablet
device that connects wirelessly via
Bluetooth. Conveniently, the operator is
still able to make and receive phone
calls while the moisture sensor is at
work.
For more information, visit harvest

South Texas Source For Top Quality Brangus

For sale: a select set of breeding age commercial Brangus bulls.

Look for our consignments of females annually at:
•Central Texas ICA Sale, Gonzales, TX - Friday, October 16, 2020
•San Antonio All Breed Sale, San Antonio, TX - February 17, 2021

VERSTUYFT FARMS

Producing the kind of quality and uniformity you deserve!

Von Ormy, Texas • Tom Verstuyft (210) 508-4585 • Randy Verstuyft (210) 827-7940
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tec.com or call 800-635-7468.
Vita Charge Clench assists
with scours
BioZyme Inc. has launched Vita
Charge Clench, an all-natural gel ideal
for use during diarrhea and scours
treatments to support recovery, hydration and nutrient absorption. This is
an easy-to-use product that helps replace what is lost during scours.
The key ingredients in Clench include Amaferm, MOS, electrolytes,
sodium bentonite and cinnamon. Amaferm, a precision-based prebiotic research-proven to increase digestibility
and absorption, helps to increase nutrient absorption to promote healthy, normal stool and also begin to replace
nutrients that were lost during scours.
MOS helps trap and expel the bad
pathogens in the gut, which may contribute to gastrointestinal irritation.
These ingredients, along with sodium
bentonite – an absorbent clay – and
cinnamon, which supports the immune
system, provide a powerful punch.
To learn more, visit www.surechamp
.com
SLS

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
CASEY BUZZARD – PRESIDENT

FOR INFORMATION
ON SIMGENETICS -

Simmental, Simbrah, SimAngus™,
Percentage Simmental and
Simbrah, and Fleckvieh Cattle,
visit our website

www.texassimmentalsimbrah.com

5777 McCoy Road
Victoria, TX 77905
979-215-6349
casey@southernjewelcattle.com

DR. MARTY TANNER, DVM – VICE PRESIDENT
1130 Lazy Bend Road
Milsap,Tx 76066
682/803-0196

DAVID GRIMES – TREASURER
9148 CR 415W
Henderson, Texas 75654
832-594-7530
dgrimes012@gmail.com

SAM HODGES – SECRETARY
Hodges Cattle Company
825 Usener St. #726
Houston, TX 77009
903-701-7929
samhodges90@gmail.com

Differentiating pasture lameness in beef cattle

cause of lameness is to observe obvi-

By A.J. Tarpoff, DVM, MS, Kansas beef extension veterinarian ous swelling. The swelling most com-

During the summer grazing months
many producers run into issues with
lame cattle. The effects of lameness
may show itself by decreased fertility,
weight loss, decreased performance,
and increased labor and medicine
costs. It has been estimated that 8892% of lameness in cattle stems from
the foot. Several issues could be the
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culprit, but we will review some of the
common causes and the key differences between the clinical signs. It is a
good idea to contact your local veterinarian to create a treatment plan for
these conditions prior to the grazing
season.
Lameness with swelling
The first way to determining the

monly effects the lower limb, indicating
the area of inflammation just above the
hoof. It is important to distinguish if the
swelling is symmetrical (equal on both
sides of the foot), or asymmetrical (only
effecting one side). Swelling may also
be noticed effecting single or multiple
joints in both calves and cows.
Footrot is a common disease process that occurs in pasture cattle.
Footrot is a bacterial infection of the
foot that manifests itself with symmetric
swelling encompassing the lower limb
just above the hooves. Upon closer inspection, producers will notice a crack
in the skin between the hooves and a
foul pungent odor. Injectable antibiotic
treatment is typically very rewarding
when treated in the early stages of the
disease. With delayed or late treatment
of cases, however, deeper structures of
the foot (tendons, joints, even bone)
may become involved. Delayed treatment often requires extended therapy,
and leads to increased cull rates from
the herd.
It is always important to closely inspect symmetric swelling cases in pasture settings. Wire, bale wrap, or other
foreign bodies can wrap around and
entrap the lower foot causing very similar symptoms as footrot. If the swelling
has a well demarcated line horizontally
across the foot, further investigation is
warranted. The entrapping foreign body
must be removed.
Single sided or asymmetric swelling
of the foot often indicates a more serious condition in cattle. This type of clinical sign is often the result of deep
structure issues. Puncture wounds,
sole abscesses, or chronic infections
can cause single sided joint, bone, or
tendon infections. Extensive footwork
on a tilt table or under sedation is often
indicated in these cases. Contact your
veterinarian when these cases are
identified.
Single or multiple joint swelling with
lameness can also be observed in pasture settings. In calves this is often the
result of septic arthritis. This is a bacterial infection of the joints. In very young
(Continued on page 61)

Opportunities and options
for pregnancy staging
By Sandy Johnson, Kansas Extension beef specialist

For any number of reasons, including shortage of pasture and cattle marketing opportunities, knowledge of if
and when a cow or heifer is pregnant is
valuable. That information can be used
to identify early bred yearlings for replacements and late bred or open females to remove from pasture in order
to extend the grazing season. Heifers
that are known to be pregnant to an AI
sire bring premiums. A group of yearling
heifers pregnant with heifer calves, and
consequently less expected calving difficulty, may be worth more than those
with male calves.
Calving distribution reflects past reproductive and nutritional management. Information from staging
pregnancies should mirror the calving
distribution with the advantage of knowing the outcome earlier in the production cycle. If you learn in August that
few cows conceived early in the breeding season, there is still time to plan
and execute improved nutritional management during late gestation and early
lactation so cows begin to cycle earlier
the next season. The cull cow market
historically declines in association with
common weaning times of spring calving herds. Information on pregnancy
status is valuable in culling decisions.
The more cows that need to be culled,
the bigger the impact of timely marketing. Understanding the options available for staging pregnancies and the
pros and cons of each will help determine how these tools can best be applied in different production settings.
Rectal palpation is the most commonly available tool for pregnancy determination and staging. Palpation
skills vary with experience and exposure to a range of pregnancy stages.
Some are comfortable with distinguishing 35 to 40-day pregnancies and may
get routine exposure to that stage of
pregnancy at a dairy. In areas with a
shortage of large animal veterinarians,
obtaining the service may be difficult.
As the pregnant uterus drops over the

pelvic rim, the accuracy of staging decreases. The most detailed information
from staging via palpation would come
when pregnancies are under 100 days.
Estimates on stage of pregnancy made
past this point are less specific, often in-

W

dicating a trimester and not months or
days of pregnancy, yet still valuable.
More and more bovine practitioners
can offer ultrasound with their services.
As with many technologies, machine
cost has come down and consequently
use has expanded. While embryos can
be identified as early as 25 to 28 days
of age, more skill and time is required.
When larger groups of females are
scanned, 30 days makes a more
practical lower limit. Ultrasound allows
a fetal heart beat to be observed so
(Continued on page 60)

e only provide the best when it comes to Cattle and Hay!

We are proud of the heritage of
producing some of the best Brangus and top quality hay that can
be found anywhere in the country.
Annually selling some of our elite
pairs at the San Antonio and
Houston Stock Shows All Breed
Sales.

San Antonio All Breed Commercial Female Sale
•2017, 2012 & 2011 Grand Champion Pen
•2020, 2019, 2016, 2014 & 2012 Reserve Grand
Champion Pen
•12 Brangus Division Pens in the past 13 years.
Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo All Breed Sale
•2011 Grand Champion Pen
•2017 & 2014 Reserve Grand Champion Pen
•2020, 2019 & 2018 Champion Brangus Pairs

Quality Coastal Hay, Square
& Round Bales For Sale

Custom Bermuda Grass Sprigging
Coastal – Tifton 85 – Jiggs
All our sprigs are irrigated and fertilized.
Sprigs available at anytime

Additional information can be found on
our website at jasikhayfarms.com

Dustin Jasik • 830-570-2551
Larry Jasik • 830-570-0878
www.jasikhayfarms.com
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Leased agricultural land brings
challenges and opportunities
By Amy Hays, Noble Research Institute adult education manager
and Caitlin Hebbert, Noble Research Noble Research Institute livestock consultant

The 2017 Census of Agriculture
showed a significant rise in the number
of leased grazing land acres. Approximately 30% of land used for ranching is
leased. Of the rented acreage, most is
owned by non-operator landowners.
This is in contrast to the past, when the
land available for rent was often held by
active operator landowners who were
not using the land in their operations at
the time.
This shift has brought opportunities
and challenges. As land prices have
skyrocketed during the last 25 years,
the cost of acquiring land has been a
barrier to new and beginning farmers
as well as a significant problem for
tenured operators who want to expand
their grazing lands. As the amount of
rental land has increased, it is important
to look ahead and begin to understand
how rental lands play a role in production agriculture at a rate previously not
seen, particularly for new and beginPage 58
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ning operators who may have to rely
mostly on rental lands until they have
enough capital to afford the high cost of
land ownership.
This article will concentrate on some
of the human dimension factors that are
in play with leased lands.
Challenges for new
and beginning ranchers
The United States is facing a significant challenge in recruiting and retaining replacement farmers and ranchers.
The number of new farmers and ranchers and the generational transfer of
land to younger family owners is not
keeping up with the number of operators who are retiring from farming and
ranching.
According to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the number of replacement
farmers has been shrinking since 1985
for various reasons, including loss of returning rural generations, lack of new
beginning farmers and ranchers, and

early financial failure of new operations.
Building strong lessor lessee relationships
Rental lands are appealing for starting or expanding operations, but there
are challenges that go along with building lessor-lessee relationships. One
prominent challenge that may arise is
the presence of conflicting goals. If you
want to lease land, and continue to do
so for years to come, you’ll have to
learn to be flexible and to adapt. Be willing to shape your operation on that
property to first and foremost meet the
goals of the landowner then prioritize
some of your goals. Producers who
lease land can often get this backwards. Putting yourself in the shoes of
the landowner will go a long way toward
meeting the goals of both of you. This
doesn’t mean sacrificing your goals entirely, but rather considering the
landowner’s goals first and being willing
(Continued on page 63)

Alternative feeds for periods
of restricted forage availability
By Warren Gill, Professor and Clyde D. Lane, Jr., University
of Tennessee Department of Animal Science professors

There are several alternative feed
1. Corn. Corn should be considered
resources which may be used to re- an alternative feed. Corn is generally
place all or part of feed supply during the most inexpensive source of concenlimited forage availability.
trated energy and energy is the nutrient

Alternative feed resources may be used to replace all or part of feed supply during limited forage availability.

which is most often limited. One of the
most common nutritional errors that
producers make is to feed complex mixtures, usually high in crude protein,
when corn can be fed cheaper with
identical or better results.
As a general rule-of-thumb, it takes
5 pounds of corn to replace 9 pounds
of average quality hay.
Things to watch for:
•In some years, there have been
many reports of corn which is high in
Aflatoxin.
In some cases, this might still be
useful feed, but you must be careful.
•Avoid changing to high-corn diets
abruptly. Make changes slowly, over
several days.
•Corn tends to decrease utilization of
forage. For maximum utilization of forage, keep corn levels below 1% of body
weight.
•Avoid substituting corn for hay at
over 50 percent of the ration.
2. Other grains. Grains such as
milo, oats, barley or wheat may also be
used in cow-calf rations. These grains
will require some processing.
(Continued on page 62)
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(Continued from page 57)

there is no question of viability on that
day. A twin pregnancy could also be
detected. Fetal sexing requires additional experience with ultrasound to attain a professional level of accuracy.
The earliest time to fetal sex is around
55 days, but due to variation in development, a time period of 60 to 100 days
is generally targeted. In some cases,
gender can be identified up to 120
days, for example in a relatively small

heifer with the fetus positioned just
right.
Commercial blood tests are also
available to determine pregnancy status. The tests detect one of a number
of pregnancy specific proteins produced by the placenta. Thus, depending on which protein and test provider,
earliest detection date varies from 28 to
30 days of gestation and proteins remain in the system from 73 to 90 days
after calving. When first released, the
tests were only conducted in commercial labs. Now, a home version is avail-

Texas Best
Lick Feeders

300 Gal Four or Six Wheel Feeder

The “Texas Best Lick Feeder”, an original product of Franks
Mfg., has been tested and proven in Texas since 1972. The
“Texas Best Lick Feeders” is formed from a super tough, highdensity polyethylene that will not deteriorate in extreme cold
or heat. The material is protected from the sun’s ultra-violet
rays with a special blend of resins.

Also available in 100 and 200 gallon capacity

Proven in Texas since 1972

F RANKS M FG . C O .

1336 West Blanco • San Antonio, Texas 78232

www.franksmanufacturing.com
info@franksmanufacturing.com
210-492-3222
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able but the assay requires at least 21
minutes to get results. Efforts are underway on a chute-side version but
nothing has reached the market yet. A
disadvantage of the blood test is that
the proteins remain in the system after
fetal loss occurs, and so a positive test
indicates the female is or was pregnant.
Pregnancies can be roughly staged
with blood pregnancy tests if they are
repeated for two or more cycles.
For any number of reasons,
including shortage of pasture
and cattle marketing opportunities, knowledge of if and when a
cow or heifer is pregnant is valuable

Some embryonic and fetal loss occurs normally, most before day 30, but
some cows pregnant at 30 days will not
be pregnant at 60 days after mating. To
some this might seem like the pregnancy check “caused” the loss. If low
stress handling and good palpation
skills are practiced, the loss is most
likely due to something other than the
testing process. This does mean pregnancy tests performed relatively early
may need to be repeated. Even so,
fetal loss from 1% to 2% from the second trimester to term is considered normal.
Costs will vary with numbers and
providers but for yes/no information,
blood test and ultrasound costs may be
fairly close. Your local veterinarian can
discuss the timing and options that best
fit your production situation and goals.
Stage of pregnancy can be very valuable information when making decisions related to drought management,
adjusting winter feeding plans and trying to take advantage of market opportunities. Arguments have been made to
wait until calving time to determine
pregnancy status or when pregnancies
are well into the second and third
trimester as this has “worked” in the
past. We have seen many things in our
lives that are a departure from ‘normal’
this year. Your business will be in a better position to adapt to variation in
weather and markets with detailed information on pregnancy status and
stage.
SLS

Differentiating...

(Continued from page 56)

calves it can be the sequela of naval ill,
or from bacteria that get into the blood
stream. It is not uncommon to see this
condition a week to 10 days following a
bout of respiratory disease with some
pathogens as well. Even with appropriate treatment, the inflammation in the
joint often takes several weeks to resorb back into the body. Joint swelling
in mature animals can also occur. Many
times this is a result of an orthopedic
break down. Torn cruciate ligaments in
the stifles of breeding bulls, or hock
damage from riding activity are examples of these conditions. Consult with
your veterinarian for potential treatment
or course of action if these situations
occur.
Lameness with no
noticeable swelling
Obvious lameness to one or more
limbs with no noticeable swelling can
often be challenging to diagnose appropriately. One of these conditions is
called Hairy Heel Warts, also known as
Digital Dermatitis, or Strawberry

Footrot. These animals often display
obvious lameness and will attempt to
walk on the “tippy toe” of the foot. Upon
closer observation you will notice wart
like growths or bright red scab lesions
below the dewclaws and above the
heel bulbs of the foot. Topical treatment

with an astringent or antibacterial solution is warranted for this condition.
The last condition, more commonly
seen in newly arrived stocker calves, is
called toe tip necrosis (toe abscesses).
These animals often appear with shift(Continued on page 63)

S AN M I GU E L C RE E K

Cattle Company

HERD REDUCTION

Consigned to the South Texas Cattle Marketing
Cattleman’s Opportunity Replacement Female Sale
in Nixon, TX on September 5, 2020

• 30 head of 5 year old Brangus cows, medium to heavy
bred to Registered Brangus bulls.
• All one raising from one of the best Brangus herds
in Alabama.
• Closed herd since 2015
• Excellent udders, feet and disposition.
• Will be sold in pens of 5 head and sorted according
to pregnancy.
• Cattle photos can be viewed on the South Texas Cattle
Marketing website.

Dr. Glen Tate, DVM • Ph. (210) 260-0563

Whether You Like’em Horned or Polled...
Our Hereford Bulls Will Add Pounds and Quality To Your Breeding Program

Bulls For Sale At Private Treaty.

Watch For Our Hereford Bull
Consignments To These Quality Sales:

•October 31, 2020:

Miami, Texas
Bill Breeding • 806/662-2406
Chad Breeding • 806/570-9554

South Texas Hereford Assn. Bull & Female
Sale, Beeville, Texas
•December 29, 2020: Cattleman’s Brenham Livestock Auction
Special Female Replacement Sale, Brenham, Texas
•February 17, 2021: 30th Annual San Antonio Livestock Show All Breed
Bull & Female Sale, San Antonio, Texas
•March 3, 2021:
Houston Livestock Show & Rodeo All Breed Bull &
Female Sale, Houston, Texas
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David Shelton

P.O. Box 565 • Gonzales, Texas 78629
Office: (830) 672-2845 • Home: (830) 437-5159 • Mobile: (830) 857-5394
Mike Brzozowski • Mobile: (830) 857-3900

COW/ CALF SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT 10:00 A.M.
Visit our live web broadcast at: www.cattleusa.com

Visit www.southernlivestock.com for the latest news and sale reports!

Alternative...

(Continued from page 59)

3. By-product feeds. Certain byproduct feeds may be considered as
alternatives for beef cattle. These may
include soybean hulls (soyhulls), distiller’s by-products, whey, corn gluten
feeds, or vegetable by-products. No
matter which by-product feed is being
considered, there are several factors
which the beef producer should consider before these are used. These include:
a. By-product feeds are often high
in moisture. This makes transporting
expensive and may make them unstable for storage. Always calculate the
value of feeds on a dry-matter basis.
For example, if a feed is 40% dry matter, divide the price paid by 0.4 to figure
the value on a dry matter basis. Also,
calculate transportation costs. The true
cost of feed includes all transportation
costs, and should be calculated based
on the value as delivered to the farm.
b. Carefully evaluate the nutrient
composition of the by-product feed.
Most commercial sources of by-product
feeds will provide a nutrient composition of the feed. If this is not available,
it is recommended that the buyer have
the feed analyzed. Many feed companies provide this service or feed may be
analyzed by forage testing laboratories.
By-product feeds are often variable in
nutrient content.
c. Be aware of problems with contaminants. These include any chemicals or waste products added or formed
during the production process that may
be detrimental to animal performance
or health, or which could leave residues
in meat or milk.
d. Crop residues. Field crop
residues such as soybean or corn stubble may also stretch carrying capacity
where available, but will usually require
supplementation.
e. Ask questions. Extension agents
are often aware of the best alternatives
in your area. Feed dealers want your
business, so should have good information, but it is a good idea to shop
around.
SLS
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Leased...

(Continued from page 58)

to shape your operation to benefit the
lessee-lessor relationship in both the
present and long term.
We have seen some cases where
rental costs were lowered as a result of
the lessee helping the lessor to meet
management goals. For example, a
lessee who has a planter handy could
set food plots for a lessor with wildlife
goals. This would offset what it would
have cost for the lessor to hire someone, so they could lower rental costs.
It’s also well-known that it’s hard to find
a good lessee. If you make yourself a
good lessee, it can incentivize lower
lease prices just to keep you around.
Leasing land to try new ideas
Despite the difficulties, leased lands
may provide a solution for a critical
need in the very near future of affordable production lands that can be used
to build new enterprises. Leased lands
may be used as a bridge to reduce the
financial risks of starting enterprises or
to fill in gaps for enterprises that need
to rely on them during times of drought
or enterprise growth.
Leased lands can also provide some
freedom to build operations with new
mindsets or values that some operators
feel are not available to them on lands
that are currently owned or passed
down. It is not uncommon for there to

be a difference in views on family operations in pathways to land stewardship.
For some operators, leased lands may
be a way to test and try different management principles. Although it feels
like an uncomfortable situation to be in,
sometimes there is difference in “old
ideas” and “new ideas” that make lease
lands attractive to producers. It’s usually not a situation of right or wrong, but
rather support or risk aversion between
family operators. Sometimes both parties would like to test ideas off of the
family lands.

Dealing with different perspectives
Different generations often have a
different look at many things, including
their views on stewardship, the definition of “sustainable” and their philosophies about ecological principles. We
refer to some of those differences as
their “agro-environmental ethos,”
meaning that they have come to the
table with different feelings about their
place in agriculture and the environment. Different generations may feel
very differently about their obligations
(Continued on page 64)

Differentiating...

(Continued from page 61)

ing lameness of the back legs. They will
usually stand in strange orientations to
protect and get pressure off of the damaged toe. The rear, outside hooves are
most often affected. Treatment of these
consists of picking up the feet and
using hoof testers to confirm the condition. Then, the toes are slightly opened
with hoof nippers to release the pressure. Without opening the toes, healing
will not occur.
Lameness can be challenging to diagnose in a field situation, but understanding the subtle differences will help
with proper and timely treatment. Visit
with your veterinarian about any nonresponsive lameness issues. Further
diagnostics and treatment may be indicated.
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Alexander
Livestock
“For All Your Livestock Equipment Needs”

OK CORRAL • PORTABLE TUB
SQUEEZE CHUTES- MANUAL • SQUEEZE CHUTES - HYDRAULIC
STATIONARY TUBS & ALLEYS • LOADING CHUTES
CALVING PENS • CALF TABLES • HORSE STALLS
SCALES • DEWEZE HAY BEDS • SUPER SLICER BALE PROCESSOR
TRACTOR IMPLEMENTS • AERWAY • CHAIN HARROWS
FEEDERS • SOLAR FEEDERS • MINERAL FEEDERS
FENCING, PANELS & GATES • GIANT RUBBER WATER TANKS
POWER POST DRIVER • TEXAS FENCE FIXER
Product lines include
Titan West Inc., AerWay,
Sioux, DewEze, For-Most,
Central City Scales,
Power Post Driver and more.

Alexander Livestock
Lampasas, TX • (512) 756-0593
www.alexanderlivestock.com
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(Continued from page 63)

as land stewards, such as the way they
want to use the lands, the way they
want to implement management and
their views on food. Thoughts may not
be the same between parents and children or parents and grandchildren. This
can also be the same with different
generations in leased land relationships. The same human conflict issues
can present themselves on leased
lands as well as family lands.
It’s important for everyone involved
to understand that even on leased
lands, these conversations still need to
happen so that everyone understands
each other’s views. A really good way
to get all of that out on the table is to
have management plans so that you
can talk about why you want to stock
the numbers or why you want to use
prescribed fire. Having a plan tells the
story about why you want to make the
decisions. Both lessees and lessors
should have management plans. Those
plans help guide the stewardship principles you want to adhere to. Many conflicts are because nobody has a plan
that can be explained to the other party;
instead “plans” are all stored away in
minds and translated as feelings instead of strategy.
Opportunities for stewardship
on leased lands
One of the misconceptions about
leased lands is that non-owner operators do not care about the land they
lease and that non-operator landowners are only interested in getting paid
and not in the management and longterm care of the property. American
Farmland Trust recently released a report on a survey “Understanding and
Activating Non-Operator Landowners:
Non-Operator Landowner Survey MultiState Report” that helped put some of
those misconceptions aside. The main
outcome of the report was that both
parties can and do have stewardship
values that guide their rental and leasing of lands. The following takeaways
from the report can provide insight to
both lessors and lessees who are interested in maintaining stewardship principles as a goal.
Lessors: Actively seek lessees who
(Continued on page 66)
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Leased...

(Continued from page 64)

share the same principles. Put stewardship principles and expectations into
the contract as well as ways to monitor
and create accountability for lessees to
maintain long-term sustainability for
rented lands. Stewardship and conservation tools as well as financial and
technical support are still available on
rented lands.
Lessees: Ask for multiple-year
leases to build sustainability in practices and economics. Develop forage,
grazing and livestock management
plans even on rented lands.
Both: Establish clear communication options and plans, especially for
conflict management. Make clear who
covers what expenses and costs.
The future of leased lands
The upward trend in leased lands
was seen in both the 2012 Census of
Agriculture and the 2017 Census of
Agriculture. If there is no significant
change in trends in the buying of agriculture lands, we anticipate that the
2022 Census of Agriculture will see a
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continued upward number of lands
owned by non-operating landlords as
well as an increasing percentage of
production lands that are leased for
use.
In the future, we anticipate that more
resources will be found within the industry to help solve these new challenges. Potential solutions could
include information on managing and

leasing contracts, how to find available
leased lands, ways to advertise for likeminded lessees, and managing risk for
leased lands. In any case, both lessors
and lessees will have roles to play in
defining the sustainability of those landscapes in the near future.
Reprinted courtesy of
Noble Research Institute

Factors that could hinder success

An increasing number of rental acres has potential to help support those trying to enter
into farming and ranching. The lower capital cost of rentals makes new operations possible
but does not necessarily set them up for success because of several underlying factors:

Support from lending institutions

The uncertainty of tenure of leases creates a new risk factor for agricultural lending institutions because many rentals are only done yearly.

Short lease tenure

Many non-operating landowners do not want to lease multiple years. Some of the hesitation
comes from uncertainty in their continued ownership of the land and if there is a desire to lease
it multiple years.

Fear of conflict

Both the lessors and lessees do not have much guidance or structure around conflict resolution.

Stewardship principles

The lessor and lessee may not share the same stewardship goals.
Leased lands might be one of the only alternatives for new and beginning ranchers or
those who wish to grow their operations. As the number of non-operator landowners grows,
the number of potential acres available for lease may grow. However, it is important to note
that there is no certainty that those lands will become available for lease. This may pose another problem with fallow and idle lands not being available or used for agriculture production.

